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Pearl #136 Heh Perspective of the Genesis
Creation Story

Now we can have some fun by reading Genesis
with the Ayin eyes of God’s purpose overlaid
with HANS and decipher its meaning:
In the beginning when God created the
Heh Dimension heavens and the Daleth
dimension earth. The Daleth dimension
earth was a formless without dimension
borders void and darkness covered the
universe face of the deep, while a Divine
energy wind from God-creator swept
over the face of the fallen Angel world
waters existing in the Heh dimension.

The key to deciphering Revelation 10
Monorail theologians have never interpreted the
strange symbolic language of Revelation 10
properly because they do not first look at
Genesis as analyzed with the Hebrew Alphabet
Number System (HANS). Giving Revelation 10
the HANS perspective of the other side,
heavenly or Heh dimension provides the key
that unlocks the symbolic messages.

Then God said, “Let there be light1” a
new concept replacing fallen angels with
a redemption plan for mankind like a
switch turned on; and there was light.
And God saw that the light of new world
plan for mankind was good; and God
separated the Heh dimension light
redemption plan from the Daleth
dimension darkness. God called the light
Day Daleth “in this world in this time”,
and the darkness was called the fallen
angel Heh domain he called Air domain
Night. And there was evening and there
was morning, the first day.

I have not seen any book ever written about
that chapter. The Bible’s prophetic, symbolic
language can be deciphered when we place a
HANS lens over a given Bible text and observe
the mirror reflection of the spiritual dimension.
It provides an important, though not the only,
key to understanding difficult Bible verses.
Overlaying HANS with italics in the text
embedded within the creation report in Genesis
provides a totally new and different perspective.
If we apply the Genesis report from a Heh
perspective of HANS to Revelation, it will make
more sense and lead to cracking its mysteries
never understood by any Christians I know of.

And God said, “Let there be a horizon
dome in the midst between the fallen
angle domain world of the waters, and
let it separate into domain of the waters
from the second domain waters.” So God
made the spiritual invisible Heh horizon
dome and separated the domains waters
that were under the sprit horizon dome
from the fallen angel world waters that
were above the horizon dome. And it
was so. God called it “time dimension”
the dome Sky. And there was evening
and there was morning, the second day.

Notice, for the first time we can understand why
a tree or shrub apparently created on the third
creation day could not possible grow without
sunlight mentioned on the fourth day?
To understand the development of the creation
model from our mortal view point, it must be
seen from a 360° movie perspective from the
fallen angelic Heh dimension to the mortal
Daleth dimension of time and place. Both
dimensions intertwined to effect God’s purposed
events. As you stand in this theater in the
round, on one side is the Heh an don the other
is the Daleth dimension passing you by. You
need to twist a little to look right or left to see
simultaneously the creation movie running
sequentially on both sides toward its conclusion.
The creation story came from Noah and was
simplified for children to be sung in little songs
repeating a certain tune. That preserved the
content for thousands years until Moses wrote it
down for us. My italics just help to connect
and/or clarify each concept as it leads to
another.

And God said, “Let the waters of the
fallen angel domain world under the sky
the “time dimension” be gathered
together into one place now called the
Air domain to be for the fallen angels,
and let the dry land on earth for
mankind be a separate dimension to live
and appear.” And it was so. God called
the dry land “Earth” for people to live on,
and the waters the fallen angle domain
world that were gathered together he
1

God is unapproachable light; therefore, light is not created.
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called “Mem” Seas which means purpose
in the future history for angels and
mankind. And God saw that it was good.
Then God said, “Let the earth put forth
vegetation: plants yielding seed, and
fruit trees of every kind on earth that
bear fruit with the seed in it.” And it was
so. The earth brought forth vegetation:
plants yielding seed of every kind, and
trees of every kind bearing fruit with the
seed in it. And God saw that it was good.
And there was evening and there was
morning, the third day.
And God previously announced on the
other Heh side of the 360° movie
projection and said, “Let there be the
sun and moon lights in the horizon
between dome in the midst of the fallen
angle domain world dome of the sky
“time dimension” to separate the day of
the Daleth dimension from the night
fallen Angel world–Air Heh dimension;
and let them be for signs and for
seasons and for days and years like the
history cycles of future mankind testing
them with evil, and let them be lights
plan of mankind in the horizon dome of
the sky “time dimension” to give shine
light on the plan for mankind to make
known the invisible purpose upon the
earth.” And it was so.
Thereafter on the other side of the movie
to announce God made the two great
lights—the greater light to rule the day
and the lesser light to rule the night—
and the stars which are or sun and
moon. God set them in between the Heh
- Daleth dimension and the dome of the
sky the “time dimension” to give the
plan for mankind light to understand
God’s wisdom upon the earth, to rule or
mange over the day Daleth dimension
and over the night wrestle with the fallen
angle teaching evil, and to keep separate
the light plan for mankind from the
darkness the air dimension of fallen
angels. And God saw that it was good.
And there was evening and there was
morning,
the
fourth
day
having
established the purpose for this world.
Daleth meaning “four - in this world in
this time” now starting a Daleth
dimension with a “time dimension” Sky

separated with a Heh control room angel
world (Air) dimension.
And God said, “Let the ocean and river
waters bring forth swarms of living
creatures, and let birds fly above the
earth across the dome of the sky “time
dimension.” So God created the great
sea monsters and every living creature
that moves, of every kind, with which
the waters swarm, and every winged
bird of every kind. And God saw that it
was good. God blessed them, saying,
“Be fruitful and multiply and fill the
waters in the seas, and let birds multiply
on the earth.” And there was evening
and there was morning, the fifth day.
And God said, “Let the earth bring forth
living creatures of every kind: cattle and
creeping things and wild animals of the
earth of every kind.” And it was so. God
made the wild animals of the earth of
every kind, and the cattle of every kind,
and everything that creeps upon the
ground of every kind. And God saw that
it was good.
Then God said, “Let us make humankind
in our image, according to our likeness;
and let them have dominion over the fish
of the sea, and over the birds of the air,
and over the cattle, and over all the wild
animals of the earth, and over every
creeping thing that creeps upon the
earth.”
So God created humankind in his image,
in the image of God he created them;
male and female he created them.
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